Out-State Men Overwhelmingly Oppose Amendment; Say Vote NO

Outside of Wayne county, 64 Republican and Democratic candidates for the Legislature have told the Michigan Farm News that they will vote NO and advise citizens to vote NO. Nov. 8 on Constitutional amendment No. 3 to apportion the Legislature according to the so-called "Michigan Plan" offered by Wayne county. Ten out-state candidates favor No. 3. These candidates are 6 to 1 against the amendment. Wayne county candidates support No. 3.

Constituents outside Wayne county who oppose the apportionment amendment declare it will give control of the legislature to Detroit and Wayne county politicians. The Farm News on Oct. 12 asked candidates for the legislature this question:

"In your opinion, should Michigan voters vote YES or NO on November 8 on Proposition No. 3, the Reapportionment Amendment?"

Nearly all those replying explain their vote, sometimes in vigorous language: We present replies from 12 of these Michigan district candidates.

"In my opinion, should Michigan voters vote YES or NO on November 8 on Proposition No. 3, the Reapportionment Amendment?"

"Yes! Senate"  "NO: New, Hamlin, (REP.)"

"I am for NO. I have been a follower of the plan for years. I am sure it is better than what we have."  "HENRY E. PERRY, (REP.)"

"I have no objection to any plan that will represent the people. I think the people of this country are far from satisfied with this amendment. It has been a source of constant worry and anxiety to the farmers of this state for years."  "CHARLES F. PARKER, (DEM.)"

"I am with the minority plan. I think that is the best for the farmers of this state."  "LAVERNE HATCH, (DEM.)"

"I do not think it will do any good, and if it does it will not do much. We have done the best we can to get this amendment through, and if it does not work, it will be of no use to us."  "MILTON W. BROWN, (DEM.)"

"I think this amendment is the best that can be offered. It is better than anything we have had before."  "HASKELL L. NICHOLS, (REP.)"

"I think it is the best plan that can be offered. It is better than anything we have had before."  "KEITH W. N. MILLER, (REP.)"

"I think it is the best plan that can be offered. It is better than anything we have had before."  "WILLIAM H. MURPHY, (REP.)"

"I think it is the best plan that can be offered. It is better than anything we have had before."  "FRANCIS A. KULP, (DEM.)"

"I think it is the best plan that can be offered. It is better than anything we have had before."  "WILLIAM PALMER, (DEM.)"

"I think it is the best plan that can be offered. It is better than anything we have had before."  "HENRY C. GLASNER, (DEM.)"

"I think it is the best plan that can be offered. It is better than anything we have had before."  "HENRY E. PERRY, (REP.)"

"I think it is the best plan that can be offered. It is better than anything we have had before."  "WALDO W. HOLBROOK, (DEM.)"

"I think it is the best plan that can be offered. It is better than anything we have had before."  "T. C. KIMBALL, (REP.)"
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Not To Be Taken Lightly

Every proposed amendment to the Constitution and the referendum are by nature public matters. Many comments by every voter. No vital decision on matters of this kind, no matter how small, can be made except by the people themselves. In passing the Constitution, we have left the amendment provision intact. We have reserved to the people the right to alter and amend it in the light of further experience and the needs of the times.

Friends of No. 4 admit such calculation is not possible. No. 4 would broaden the Constitution and give voters to cast to find out what taxes should be levied. It would broaden the tax base and give the Legislature more freedom in levies. No. 4 would not remove the provisions to require one tax rate for all property in the county, but the tax would be levied more fairly.

Michigan State Farmers Union opposes No. 3 as it would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime. No. 3 is an honest effort to limit the crime rate and give Michigan a better chance to live.

No. 2, which would disenfranchise voters lost the use of their townhall in anticipation of Federal repeal; No. 2 is an honest effort to limit taxes and give Michigan a better chance to live.

No. 7 would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime. It would also prohibit a Governor from pardoning any convicted person without a reason for pardon or commutation. No. 7 would disenfranchise from voting those convicted of a crime. No. 7 would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime. No. 7 would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime.

The County agents don't run around yelling "See what I did!" Perhaps they should. Their advice on crops, dairying, and other agricultural matters is in great demand. County agents do not have the power to vote on bond issue, but they have the power to vote on referendum. No. 1, which would allow the people to vote on bond issue, is a democratic amendment.

Michigan Milk Producers continue study of polling plan lor disposal of surplus milk. No. 6, which would prohibit a Governor from pardoning any convicted person without a reason for pardon or commutation, is an honest effort to limit the crime rate and give Michigan a better chance to live.

OFFICE OF THE COUNTY ATTORNEY

COUNTY PROSECUTOR - THE COUNTY PROSECUTOR IS A PUBLIC OFFICE, THE MOWER OF WHICH IS APPOINTED BY THE COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS. THE OFFICE IS FOUNDED ON THE PRINCIPLE OF CHEAP, PRACTICAL LEGAL SERVICE, AND THE COUNTY ATTORNEY IS EXPECTED TO DO A PRACTICAL, EFFICIENT JOB.

No. 1, which would allow the people to vote on bond issue, is a democratic amendment. No. 1 would remove the provisions to require one tax rate for all property in the county, but the tax would be levied more fairly.

No. 2, which would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime, is an honest effort to limit the crime rate and give Michigan a better chance to live.

No. 7 would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime. No. 7 would also prohibit a Governor from pardoning any convicted person without a reason for pardon or commutation. No. 7 would disenfranchise from voting those convicted of a crime.

No. 2, which would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime, is an honest effort to limit the crime rate and give Michigan a better chance to live.

No. 7 would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime. No. 7 would also prohibit a Governor from pardoning any convicted person without a reason for pardon or commutation. No. 7 would disenfranchise from voting those convicted of a crime.

The County agents don't run around yelling "See what I did!" Perhaps they should. Their advice on crops, dairying, and other agricultural matters is in great demand. County agents do not have the power to vote on bond issue, but they have the power to vote on referendum. No. 1, which would allow the people to vote on bond issue, is a democratic amendment.

Michigan Milk Producers continue study of polling plan lor disposal of surplus milk. No. 6, which would prohibit a Governor from pardoning any convicted person without a reason for pardon or commutation, is an honest effort to limit the crime rate and give Michigan a better chance to live.
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COUNTY PROSECUTOR - THE COUNTY PROSECUTOR IS A PUBLIC OFFICE, THE MOWER OF WHICH IS APPOINTED BY THE COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS. THE OFFICE IS FOUNDED ON THE PRINCIPLE OF CHEAP, PRACTICAL LEGAL SERVICE, AND THE COUNTY ATTORNEY IS EXPECTED TO DO A PRACTICAL, EFFICIENT JOB.

No. 1, which would allow the people to vote on bond issue, is a democratic amendment. No. 1 would remove the provisions to require one tax rate for all property in the county, but the tax would be levied more fairly.

No. 2, which would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime, is an honest effort to limit the crime rate and give Michigan a better chance to live.

No. 7 would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime. No. 7 would also prohibit a Governor from pardoning any convicted person without a reason for pardon or commutation. No. 7 would disenfranchise from voting those convicted of a crime.

No. 2, which would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime, is an honest effort to limit the crime rate and give Michigan a better chance to live.

No. 7 would disenfranchise persons who have been convicted of a crime. No. 7 would also prohibit a Governor from pardoning any convicted person without a reason for pardon or commutation. No. 7 would disenfranchise from voting those convicted of a crime.

THE TELEPHONE

On The Farm

Is Good Business

The farmer is as much a businessman as is the merchant.

And, like the merchant, he can use the telephone to excellent business advantage. It will increase his earnings. The telephone is a tremendous tool, and prices, for instance, are quickly available by telephone.

Dealers in farm machinery parts, repair men, the veterinarian, extra help, the banker, lawyer, doctor and customers and prospects for fresh poultry and dairy products are within immediate reach of the farmer who has a telephone.
Our Summary of the Proposed Amendments

And Referendum on Act No. 55 of 1931 (Lennon Oleo Act)

For Voters

This considered summary and voter’s recommend in this publication is not intended as a substitute for personal consultation with the authors in all matters of these amendments. Vote “Yes” will save Lennon law. Vote “No” will give it any support.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

1. Increases every year (effective immediately) wages state
2. Local unions not members state
3. Directors to be elected at the annual meeting
4. To provide for the protection of workers and their families
5. To prohibit the employment of children in hazardous occupations
6. To prevent reprieves, commutations or pardons

Other Comment

Wayne County’s Rural Representative Speaks

LENOSON, (REP.)

Wayne County as a whole does not have the population to justify two representatives in the state legislature. In fact, the county has only one representative in the House. This situation is unfair to the people of Wayne County, who are entitled to equal representation in the state legislature.

Hansn’t Read It

G. E. T. NICHOLS, (REP.)

I do not see how an American citizen can have two representatives in the state legislature. The people of Wayne County are entitled to only one representative.

MARTINS SPECIAL

COMPANION

BED BLANKET

70x80 - single - solid color

$6.45

Chose 1 color

LOW PRICE

FOR Farm Bureau Suits and Overcoats

SUITS

$20.00 $23.50

OVERCOATS

$23.00 $26.50 $30.00 $40.00

MIDOGE STATE FARM BUREAU

110 North Cedar Street

Lansing, Michigan

How Much Can I Bid?

When a Swift & Company buyer looks at beef cattle in the pen, what does he think he can afford to bid? What factors will he consider? How much will he be willing to pay? The answer to these questions is not easy to determine.

Swift & Company offers to retailers everywhere the highest quality of meats and meats. Their competition makes sure that the margins of cost between livestock and retail is kept at a minimum and that changes in consumer prices are reflected immediately in livestock prices.
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Points On Splitting Tickets

Many Farm News readers, both pro- and con, have written to express their opinions of the amendments. The Farm Bureau opinion:

A referendum will be held next November to determine the will of the voters on several amendments to the farm law. The Farm Bureau will take part in the formulation of a ballot on the proposed amendments. The Farm Bureau will take an active part in the referendum vote at this meeting.

The hangover hasn’t ended yet.

8. Referendum on Lennon Act. To determine the will of the people in accordance with the Lennon Oleo Law and the Farm News polygons. Please explain,” several readers...”

MILKMAKER SURPRISES COWS

Beats Cottonseed as the Best Costume for Home Hogs and Roughage

The Reason Why

Milkmaker’s VARIETY of protein feedstuffs enables farmers balancing home grown grains and roughage to have SAFETY as well as the largest milk production at the lowest cost.

MILKMAKER combines a reasonable amount of cottonseed meal with soy bean meal, linseed meal, corn gluten feed and standard wheat bran as the MAIN SOURCE of protein. Never get off of their feet or have digestive or invalid troubles when fed Milkmaker.

Every ingredient in Milkmaker has been chosen with three points in mind: To produce the most milk at the lowest cost, and to keep the cow healthy and strong. Our Milkmaker 16%, 20%, 24%, 29%, and 34% formulas all have the approval of the Michigan, Ohio and Indiana State College Dairy Dep’ts whose advice is available for and against certain portions of the proposed Amendments to the Lennon Act. There is no recognized opposition to the inclusion of the Newer, non-bitter, non-inflammable and non-sensitizing fuel in the proposed Amendments. It was not known then how the new fuel would be accepted, and it is not known yet. The Farm Bureau takes no position against it, and encourages any opposition by placing a cost comparison in the hands of some participating consumers for independent study.

It is advisable to draw a line through the names of the several units in the form of a ballot. Whether a YES or a NO vote is taken may place a cross at the bottom of a ballot. Whether a YES or a NO vote is taken may place a cross at the bottom of a ballot. The Farm Bureau takes no position against it, and encourages any opposition by placing a cost comparison in the hands of some participating consumers for independent study.

St. Joseph Farm Groups

Campaign on Amendments

The new fuel—...—is non-bitter, non-inflammable and non-sensitizing fuel. It is a fuel that can be purchased and used in small quantities. It is non-inflammable and non-sensitizing fuel. It is a fuel that can be purchased and used in small quantities. It is non-inflammable and non-sensitizing fuel. It is a fuel that can be purchased and used in small quantities.

An Explanation

"Milkmaker uses your 100% non-inflammable fuel in the form of an energy unit, which is a non-inflammable fuel. The Farm Bureau takes no position against it, and encourages any opposition by placing a cost comparison in the hands of some participating consumers for independent study.

Feeders

Cattle Cales Lambs

Farm Bureau Women at Annual Meeting

By Mrs. Edna H. Walker

Farm Bureau women meet annually to decide the state association actions. This year, the women’s meeting will be held in Detroit, Mich. on Oct. 22nd. The women will take lunch together in a restaurant and then attend the Farm Bureau annual meeting. The women are expected to have a good time.

FARM BUREAU TYPE and tubes are first line products made for us by the McKibben Rubber Co., known nationally for 38 years for the quality and long wear of its tires.

Michigan, Ohio and Indiana Farm Bureau supply services to their largest producing operators in the Cooper business.

From Factory to You

FARM BUREAU TUBES are first line products made for us by the McKibben Rubber Co., known nationally for 38 years for the quality and long wear of its tires.

Michigan, Ohio and Indiana Farm Bureau supply services to their largest producing operators in the Cooper business.

You’ll Take 30c Oil for Less!

All Michigan’s alfalfa acreage has increased 9 times—from 79,000 to 630,000 acres. Michigan’s alfalfa acreage has increased 9 times.

FARM BUREAU Supply Co. is your best crop protection. For 12 years they have proved their high quality and durability in high yields per acre. Michigan’s alfalfa acreage has increased 9 times.

BUREAU PENN & B. Bradford, Pa., Octree.

Farm Bureau Supply Co. and the 30 to 35 per cent. brothers, owned by great oil firms, came from the same source. Farm Bureau Supply Co. and the 30 to 35 per cent. brothers, owned by great oil firms, came from the same source.
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Kills Weeds!

"Kills weeds!" is the promise that is made by the Farm Bureau Supply Co. The company is known for its high quality and durability in high yields per acre. Michigan’s alfalfa acreage has increased 9 times. Farm Bureau Supply Co. is your best crop protection. For 12 years they have proved their high quality and durability in high yields per acre.

INFORMATION and Assistance

For Farm Bureau Supplies

SEE YOUR CO-OP OR FARM BUREAU DEALER

Write Us If You Have No Dealer